Perceptual consequences of peripheral hearing loss: do edge effects exist for abrupt cochlear lesions?
There is a growing body of research that shows evidence of central neural reorganization in response to lesions in the auditory periphery, even if the lesions occur in maturity. This reorganization consists of an increased neural representation of frequencies corresponding to the edge frequency of the lesion. Data were collected to determine whether this over-representation might have consequences for human perception. The hypothesis was that increased central representation might increase acuity on some psychophysical tasks performed at the edge frequency. Tasks included frequency sweep detection (for tones), intensity discrimination (for 100-Hz-wide bands of noise and tones), gap detection and gap discrimination (both for 100-Hz-wide bands of noise). Results from observers with steeply sloping hearing losses were compared with results from normal-hearing observers performing these tasks with masking noise generated to simulate steeply sloping hearing loss. None of these data provide compelling evidence for the hypothesized edge effect. A 40-Hz following response to tone bursts was collected from a subset of the hearing-impaired observers in an attempt to confirm the animal physiology findings of neural over-representation of the edge frequency. No edge-frequency effect was noted in the results, though there was a non-significant tendency for one of the hearing-impaired observers to show shorter latency of response.